
Dr. Kara Cerveny’s lab at Reed College aims to unpack one very large, yet 
very important, question: how do cells transition from a proliferation state 
to a differentiation state? Dr. Cerveny approaches this question through the 
lens of the visual system, more specifically looking into how neuronal stem 
and progenitor cells behave in a growing zebrafish retina. She is interested in 
using light-sheet fluorescence microscopy on the developing zebrafish eye 
to study the plane of cell division within both early retinal neuro-epithelial 
cells, as well as in leader cells, acting as STEM and progenitor cells, that are 
maintained throughout the life of the fish. Zebrafish are useful models to 
understand growth mechanisms involved in tissue development to the proper 
size and composition because the embryos are transparent, develop outside 
of the mother, and can easily be genetically and embryologically manipulated. 
Additionally, zebrafish continuously grow and develop throughout their lifetime, 
which further enhances their suitability for developmental research. 

“Zebrafish have this amazing ability to continue to grow throughout their life. They 
can do this because they have specialized stem cell niches in particular areas of the 
body that fuel that lifelong growth. We’re really interested in all kinds of questions 
about how those cells, once they’re established, then build neurons that integrate 
seamlessly into the existing circuitry.”

The Luxendo light-sheet microscope allows for faster and gentler imaging 
of a specimen compared to confocal microscopy, making it well-suited for 
Dr. Cerveny’s applications in developmental biology. The gentle nature of the 
imaging supports the integrity of the live zebrafish for imaging experiments 
lasting several hours. The high time resolution enables imaging at a timescale 
reflective of the developmental process.

“The light-sheet is going to be amazing for us to be able to follow the plane of cell 
division in real time, actually watching dividing cells and seeing how the angle 
of cell division shifts over time, in response to various local cues. The light-sheet 
microscope being so gentle and fast is really nice for us, because with the confocal 
we have some preliminary data, but our time resolution was so limited. Because 
the light-sheet is super-fast, we can catch those divisions and really know if more 
proteins are being inherited on one side or the other, for instance, really know 
precisely how the cell is dividing.”

In addition to looking at cell division in real time, Dr. Cerveny also plans to 
investigate the interplay between various tissues in the forming eye, including 
local signal influence on proliferation and differentiation decisions. The eye 
is comprised of a neuro-epithelial cell sheet (a single layer that develops 
into cells that send light and then signals back to the brain) as well as a thin 
epithelial layer (the retinal pigmented epithelium) that mainly supports the 
photoreceptors. There are also other complex tissues that originate from 
neural crest cells and make muscle, mesodermal-derived cells from bone, and 
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connective tissue in the form of blood vessels and lymphatic 
vessels. The interplay between these complex tissues during 
development is a particularly interesting area of study for 
Dr. Cerveny, and she already has collected some exciting data 
regarding signaling between the vasculature and the retina.

“We can get time-resolved images that are collected over 24 hours 
of development, and it's super gentle so the fish survive and seem 
to be okay. What’s nice is that we’re seeing similar data that we 
had from the confocal, but we’re also able to see new things. For 
instance, when we look at blood vessel growth, we’re able to see a 
lot more ‘starts and stops’ and retractions, and then another vessel 
that grows and then retracts. We’re seeing much more dynamics 
than we ever saw with a confocal, and that is really exciting.”

In addition to using light-sheet imaging, Dr. Cerveny performs 
experiments using embryological genetic manipulation. For 
example, she takes cells from one embryo and places them 
in another embryo to investigate how the cells can survive 
in a different environment. She also uses mutant embryos to 
study how signaling molecules can result in cell shape changes 
and differentiation effects. Studying the development of the 
visual system has implications in human health, including 
in the potential for strengthening the understanding of 
neurodegeneration and disease associated with improper 
development. Using light-sheet microscopy to investigate cell 
division and the interplay between systems, such as the vascular, 
immune, and nervous systems, will contribute to advances in the 
field of cell and development biology.

Learn more

To learn more about light-sheet fluorescence microscopy and 
Luxendo’s light-sheet microscopes,  
visit: https://www.bruker.com/light-sheet 
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FIGURE 1

Proliferating stem cells in the brain (magenta) in relation to a glia 
marker (green) in zebrafish.
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